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Abstract

Effective generative programming techniques are of
outstanding importance. Soon, the ability to em-
ploy generative techniques will determine both the
rate of innovation and competition on future IT
markets. This challenge must be addresed in gen-
eral, independent from any domain of application.

In this position paper it is argued that operat-
ing systems (OS) are an interesting field to study
aspects of general purpose generative programming
(GP). An OS essentially generates implementations
from abstract incomplete specifications. This task
is fully automated and takes both, functional and
non-functional requirements into account.

1 GP and IT Markets

Recently, Oracle CEO L. Ellison caused a stir by
stating that the development of information tech-
nology (IT) was nearly completed.

In fact, the implementation of new innovative
ideas often fails due to economical constraints.
Consequently, new ideas are often abandoned a pri-
ori because of the awareness of economic restric-
tions. Thus, the innovation cycle becomes dull.
Furthermore, the labour intense task of computer
programming favors financially strong companies.
First, only these companies are able to afford the
development of new technologies. And second, big
companies possess enough human power to rapidly
provide an even more mature product if a small
company tries to enter a market with a new idea.

Both aspects, the slackness of innovation and
imperfect competition are obstacles for further
rapid advances in IT. And both are mainly due
to the tremendous costs for hand-coding software.
Thus, generative programming (GP) [B+85, Sim95,
Goe99, CE00] techniques are of predominant im-
portance.

2 The OS Analogy

Operating systems (OS) are an excellent exam-
ple for the above stated difficulties.The failure of
IBM’s attempt to disseminate OS\2 with superior
concepts is just one prominent example for many
other similar experiments like Mach [ABG+86] and
BeOS [The97]. The main obstacle for innovations
at the OS level is the constraint to stay compat-
ible. OS developers tempt to avoid this conflict
by adding layers, often called middleware or run-
time system, on top of existing systems instead of
performing a sound adaption of an integrated OS
architecture. Examples such as CORBA [YD96]
and POSIX Threading [IEE95] illustrate this phe-
nomenon and its often negative consequences —
e. g. multi-threading is unsupported by the mem-
ory management subsystem [Piz99b].

2.1 OS Needs

Clearly, the widespread use of GP techniques would
significantly facilitate this difficult situation. GP
would allow to regenerate new representations of
application level software from abstract specifica-
tions according to changes made to the underlying
OS.

The success of Linux and OpenSource is partially
based on this phenomenon. The OpenSource model
allows to rapidly adapt application level software
to chances made to the underlying layers. Software
packages are coded in a generic style and tailored
to the execution environment during compile-time
with configuration and system header files. Unfor-
tunately, this generative power is all but systemati-
cally exploited but only used in specific cases, such
as distinguishing big endians from little ones.
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2.2 OS Provisions

Apart from the potential benefits of GP techniques
in the OS field, OS are vice versa an interesting
field to study generative techniques. The main two
reasons for this proposition are:

1. Operating systems1 are powerful general pur-
pose generators. An OS automates a dynamic
transition from abstract and incomplete re-
quirements to a concrete, technical represen-
tation via a large number of intermediate re-
finements.

2. During this transformation, the OS often copes
with functional as well as with large-scale
non-functional and even contradicting require-
ments, such as timing constraints, security and
reliability.

2.2.1 OS are Powerful Generators

Claim 1 is based on the observation that the task
of an OS can be viewed as mapping abstract re-
quirements given by a specification w ∈ L using
a high level programming language L (e. g. Java,
Pascal, etc.) and transforming this specification to
an element h ∈ H of the hardware language H;
OS : L → H. Each specification w represents an
application to be executed. w is typically incom-
plete requiring additional input during evaluation
(otherwise w would be trivial, i. e. a constant). If
input is needed, the operating system suspends ex-
ecution and waits for input from devices or the exe-
cution of another specification w′ before continuing
with the evaluation of w.

Alternative refinements of the specification w
with varying qualitative and quantitative aspects
are reflected in simultaneously provided transition
targets. Based on information I, thresholds T and
criteria C the OS dynamically decides for a tar-
get resource R (i. e. an implementation variant)
I × T × C → R. This concept is intensively used
on different levels of abstractions. E. g. depending
on the load situation, an application level thread
might either mapped to a user level or a kernel
level thread.

1with the term ”operating system” we subsume all kind
of system level software including compiler, linker, runtime
libraries and the kernel

A good example illustrating the incremental and
dynamic nature of the automated generation of the
result h = OS(w) is dynamic paging. The set of
program variables is partitioned into frames, stacks
and statically allocated portions. Fragments of
these partitions are dynamically transfered between
main and secondary memory. Thus, the OS dy-
namically generates differently refined implemen-
tations of the abstract concept ”program variable”
depending on the availability of physical resources.
In other words, the OS generates elements of a
production line using a domain language hierarchy
for storage management problems (e. g. activation
frame, stack, segment, page).

2.2.2 Treatment of Mixed Requirements

Concerning claim, 2 it is well-known that OS not
only transform functional requirements into a se-
mantically equivalent representation at the hard-
ware level but also optimize the output according to
qualitative and quantitative requirements. E. g. a
user might ask for high processing speed and at the
same time for protection of his data. The ability of
OS to cope with such requirements is remarkable
from the GP point of view. It exposes similarities
with the treatment of orthogonal requirements in
aspect oriented programming [Cor00]. OS allow to
study the effects of additional requirements besides
correctness on the architecture, the design and the
operation of generators.

2.2.3 Deficiencies

Unfortunately, these generative aspects of OS are
neither developed systematically nor well under-
stood. The hierarchy of domain specific languages,
such as the storage system language hierarchy, ex-
ists solely implicitly. It’s definition is scattered
throughout function interfaces, macros and pre-
dominantly hand-coded into the behavior of the
OS.

Nevertheless, OS are an interesting field for
studying the interdependencies between domain
specific languages, automated generation via sev-
eral refinement steps, semi-automated transforma-
tion with user input and generation strategies in
the presence of non-functional requirements.
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3 Transfer of Knowledge

This rudimentary and non-formal discussion should
make it clear, that generative programming could
strongly benefit from OS experiences. Vice versa,
simple GP techniques are already successfully used
in the context of OS to generate production lines of
OS with specific properties. Linux with its complex
kernel configuration and recompilation facility in-
cluding modules with deferred compilation can be
regarded as a first step towards the successful gen-
eration of OS production lines. Although the high
level language — the set of possible configurations
— is still limited, this approach already leverages
significant advantages.

The further exploitation of these possibilities re-
quires a a sound conceptual funding of GP tech-
niques. We propose an approach to develop a GP
infrastructure based on experiences collected with
the top-down development of a language-based dis-
tributed OS [EP99, Piz99a]. Instead of using a sin-
gle wide-spectrum language or reversely restricting
generality to a certain domain the approach dis-
tinguishes levels of abstractions of the specification
language. Each transition from a level of abstrac-
tion i to a lower level i+ 1 refines the specification
wi given on level i to wi+1 on level i + 1 as usual.
Simultaneously, the grammar G of the specifica-
tion language itself is gradually refined to reflect
the needs of changed expressiveness.

Gi(Ni, Ti, Pi, Si)→ Gi+1(Ni+1, Ti+1, Pi+1, Si+1)

For example, at a high level of the transition pro-
cess we need to express abstract program variables
whereas on a low level we must be able to specify
a certain hardware register.

We state that this approach delivers new insights
on the transition process performed by an OS. Fur-
thermore, we believe that a thorough distinction
between regular, context-free, context-sensitive and
unrestricted parts of the specification language sys-
tem induced by Gi is a promising starting point for
the systematic automation of the generation pro-
cess.
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